presenting

the perfectly-customised
RENTAL PLAN
that goes easy on your pocket!

Sunbeam Generators
A L A S T I N G R E L A T I O N S H I P
MEET THE MARKET LEADER!

Sunbeam Generators Private Limited’s proven track record in the field of DG SETS has gained immense market repute and dependability to become the trusted OEM for KIRLOSKAR OIL ENGINES LIMITED (KOEL) for nearly two decades.

Sunbeam has, over this time span, been the leading Genset Original Equipment Manufacturer (GOEM) for Kirloskar Oil Engines Ltd (KOEL) in the range of 2.1kVA - 1010 kVA in single-configuration architecture and, in multiple sets of higher power requirements. Today, the time-tested KOEL DG Set is the most preferred brand in Indian market with the widest spectrum of power rating and service density.

Sunbeam’s excellent track record in customer satisfaction has indeed carved an exclusive market niche for itself, with a no-compromise work attitude on product and service quality.

Following this successful business run of two decades, Sunbeam has now made forays into the DG set rental market segment, offering a fabulous array of a young version of its new-gen DG set fleet, with customised rental plans that eases the budgetary burden on the customer in a challenging economic scenario.

With its headquarters in Chennai, Sunbeam runs its operations out of a sprawling, full-fledged manufacturing facility in Puducherry, Southern India, with established branch offices in Madurai and Coimbatore.

WHAT WE OFFER
• Latest versions of DG sets
• Directly from GOEM
• Range: 10kVA to 1010kVA
• Customised rental solutions
• Last-mile service support

SALIENT FEATURES
• IOT-enabled DG sets
• Best-in-class fuel efficiency
• Remote Monitoring option
• AMF/Synchronising option

Call Toll-free
1800-212-4194

CORPORATE OFFICE
Flats 52 & 53, 6th Floor, Victoria Gardens, #20, Inner Ring Road, Koyambedu, Chennai 600 107, INDIA.
+91 44 23638188, 23638189. +91 9585558809.
dgrental@sunbeampower.com

MANUFACTURING FACILITY
R.S. No. 24/1, 2, 5, 3A, 3B, 3C & 3D, Canal Road, Koodapakkam, Puducherry, 605 502, INDIA.
+91 413 2661032, 2661033, 2661034.